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Reverse-engineering the �
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Mathieu Blanchette
McGill School of Computer Science
McGill Centre for Bioinformatics

Reverse engineering
ie.exe
0100010111010101010101
0101010101010101010101
0101111100010100101000
1010010111010100101010
1101101010100010110

ie.cpp
if (!strcmp(language,“sun.java”))
{
    printf(“Unrecognized format”);
    crashComputer();
}

?

Goals: Understand...

•  The function of each part 
of the code

•  The interactions between 
different parts of the code

Motivations:

•  Understand how a given 
problem is solved

•  Modify the code for our 
own purposes
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Genomes
• Human genome: {A,C,G,T}3 x 109
• Each of your 1014 cells has two copies

   99% 
identical

   99.9% 
identical

Roles of the genome

•  Genome is a blue print for a cell
•  Describes how to build proteins

–  25,000 genes --> 25,000 proteins (+variations)
–  Each protein has its biochemical function

•  Describes when to build each protein
–  Under which situations should a gene be expressed?

•  Proteins allow:
–  Cell administration and maintenance
–  Reaction to stimuli
–  Protocols for communication between cells
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Roles of the genome: development

The hardware - �
Proteins

•  Molecules only obey laws of physics 
and chemistry. 

•  Cell organization only relies on 
interactions between molecules

•  Stochastic, dynamic, “chaotic” system
•  High error rate in interactions
•  Replicating, self-assembling, self-

repairing system

Maybe software engineers 
have something to learn here...
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Content of the genome - Genes
•  Gene: region of DNA that encodes one protein

DNA sequences                              Protein sequence
{A,C,G,T}L                                                        {A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,
                        M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y}K

?

START

STOP

Haemophilus influenzae

Genome: 1.8 Mb

Number of genes: 1700
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The Programmer - Evolution
•  Design principles: 

– Random modifications (variation)
– Survival of the fittest (natural selection)

•  3 Billion years of evolution
•  Today’s species are the current solution of 

the fitness optimization problem

God doesn’t 
play dice

Yes he does!
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Mutations: - Substitutions
      - Insertions
      - Deletions

Central dogma of comparative genomics
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Unavailable!
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Margulies et al., PNAS 2005

-  Rapid radiation ~75 Myrs ago

-  Many nearly independent phyla

-  Many “noisy” copies of ancestor

-  Accurate reconstruction of    
ancestors may be feasible

Mammalian �
evolution
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Tree from Margulies et al., PNAS 2005

Ancestral mammalian genome reconstruction 
    [Miller, Haussler, Blanchette]

Boreoeutherian ancestor

Expected reconstruction accuracy(*): 
•  From ideal choice of extant mammals 99%

•  From soon-to-be available genomes: 96%

•  With currently available sequences: 90%                   
(full or 2X coverage)

(*) For >90% of euchromatic genome

~70 Myrs

Base-by-base reconstruction of 
complete ancestral genomes
•  Including coding, non-coding, 
repetitive regions

Why should we care?

•  See genome evolution happening, rather than just see 
its outcome
–  Assign directionality to events (indels, substitutions)
–  Reconstructing the timing of events  

•  Boreoeutherian ancestor = Ye good olde mammalian stuff
–  BorEut is an archetypical mammalian genome
–  None of the species-specific quirks 
–  Human is ~4 times close to BorEut than to mouseX
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One program, many functions
Neuron (nerve cell)         Muscle cell

Same 
genome!

Regulation of gene expression

Gene                                

Transcription factor binding sites:
 Short: 6 to 20 nucleotides
 No specific signature; each TF has different binding site
 Can be up to 1 million nucleotides upstream of gene regulated
 Often clustered with other binding sites, forming modules  
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